Although the instruments most closely associated with the Wnancial crisis of 2008 and 2009, including option adjustable-rate mortgages, structured investment vehicles (SIVs), and "CDO squareds," were novel, the underlying themes were familiar from previous episodes: Competitive dynamics resulted in excessive leverage and risk taking by large, interconnected Wrms, in heavy reliance on short-term sources of funding to Wnance long-term and ultimately terribly illiquid positions, and in common exposures of many major Wnancial institutions to speciWc credit and liquidity risks. Understandably, in the wake of the crisis, Wnancial supervisors and policymakers want to expand and improve the information infrastructure to obtain better and earlier indications regarding these critical, and apparently recurring, core vulnerabilities in the Wnancial system.
the years before the crisis may have been recognized and possibly diVused before the systemic crisis took hold.
Being empirical economists by training, we are hugely sympathetic to the desire for more and better real-time data, and we are optimistic about the development of models that will allow those data to be put to use in highlighting emerging imbalances of potentially systemic eVect. Indeed, we emphasize in this chapter that gauging vulnerabilities in the Wnancial system requires targeted analysis by specialized research teams with expertise and data tailored to particular areas (such as speciWc Wnancial instruments and transaction types) that might be identiWed by unusual trends observed in aggregate statistics.
That said, we harbor no illusions about the diYculty of collecting all the "right" data in a timely fashion, particularly because the dynamic nature of our Wnancial system implies that the relevant set of data is a moving target. Major data collection projects naturally take quite a while to design and implement, and, more importantly, are generally predicated on the proposition that the systems being analyzed remain fairly stable over time.
Moreover, standard approaches to aggregate data collection and analysis may simply not be consistent with the dynamism of the Wnancial system, particularly in light of the tendency of innovation to continually shift outside of the areas to which analysis and scrutiny are most directed. Indeed, a key point we make later in this chapter is that many of the products most closely identiWed with the recent crisis and the near collapse of the Wnancial system-including ABSs and CDOs (asset-backed securities and collateralized debt obligations), SIVs, and subprime securitizations relying on excess spread and overcollateralization-scarcely existed just a few years ago and now cease to exist again (except as "legacy" positions).
We would not want to push the point too far, but we note that the assemblage of relationship that stood at the center of the crisis was termed the "shadow banking system"-a moniker that was coined after the crisis began. Gaps in data and analysis, in a sense, deWned the shadows in which this system grew and prevented the building vulnerabilities from being recognized.
Thus, in this chapter, we emphasize that, while very important, collecting more data is only part of the process of developing early warning systems. More fundamental, in our view, is the need to use data in a diVerent way-in a way that can deliver more Xexibility in targeting than static data collection can allow.
As we will describe, certain aggregate data collected through processes well established prior to the crisis sent signals suggesting material changes in the nature of Xows between diVerent parts of the US economy. Yet fully understanding the implications of these developments and associated risks required a tactical approach that not only used the aggregate data as signals of where to look, but expanded to include granular and specialized information that may have been collected for purposes other than Wnancial Financial Statistics for the United States and the Crisis 41 stability analysis or even microprudential supervision. Although such an idiosyncratic approach is not customarily part of the empirical economics toolkit-and would have been foreign to our more academically oriented colleagues-it may have oVered the best chance to highlight in real time what later proved to be misplaced conWdence on the part of a wide range of market participants in the eYcacy of risk-transfer mechanisms. For example, data collected and sold for very specialized commercial purposes, notably targeting solicitations to borrowers, provided the best, and possibly the only, way to understand the rapid decline of underwriting standards for US residential mortgages subsequent to 2004. But these data probably did not exist and probably would not have appeared worth examining in detail, prior to 2004.
To resort to a metaphor, the information delivered by expanded and improved, but essentially static, aggregate data can be relied on for signals akin to grainy images captured by reconnaissance satellites: images that are suggestive, but not dispositive. Improved data collections can provide the greatest value by highlighting changes and inconsistencies that bear further investigation using other, more-focused tools mobilized to deal with a particular anomaly. A key challenge, of course, is that the appropriate tools cannot generally be speciWed ahead of time but must be designed in response to the particular signals teased from the aggregate data. In fact, we are concerned that specifying the tools suited for this second stage generically and prior to considering the Wrststage signals will not be fruitful: We can easily imagine specifying ex ante a program of data collection that would look for vulnerabilities in the wrong place, particularly if the actual act of looking by macro-or microprudential supervisors causes the locus of activity to shift into a new shadow somewhere else.
In the following pages, we Xesh out these ideas. We begin by reviewing macroeconomic data from the System of National Accounts developed in recent years to better illuminate high-level Wnancial Xows among diVerent sectors of the US economy. These aggregate data backtest fairly well against the recent crisis, sending discernible but grainy signals of substantial shifts in Xows across sectors that preceded the crisis.
Subsequently, we oVer several examples highlighting why collection of formal time series may fail to bring these grainy signals into better focus, and could possibly turn out to be counterproductive. We argue that the focus on a Wxed set of metrics changes behavior in a way that diminishes the usefulness of the indicators. Given the dynamic nature of the Wnancial system, the process of specifying these metrics inevitably leads to active management of these metrics, at which time they cease to fully reXect the risks that they were intended to capture. Finally, we conclude with some comments about the shape of a more dynamic process of analysis that we argue is more likely to bring into clearer focus the signals sent by more aggregated data. In a recent paper, Adrian, Covitz, and Liang (2013) describe a practical approach to Wnancial stability monitoring that is very much in the spirit of the broad framework we consider.
What Did Financial Statistics for the United States
Get Right in the Prelude to the Crisis?
In this section, we present information about the US economy that is drawn from an innovative set of macroeconomic accounts that integrates data on real and Wnancial economic activity from distinct primary sources using the System of National Accounts (SNA). 1 In particular, we present data from the Integrated Macroeconomic Accounts for the United States (US-SNA)-an implementation of SNA for the US economy resulting from joint research by staV at the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and the Federal Reserve Board (FRB). Data in the US-SNA are constructed primarily from information reported in the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA), which measure the production of, use of, and income generated by newly produced goods and services, and the Flow of Funds Accounts (FFA), which measure net Xows and balances of Wnancial and certain tangible assets for the major sectors of the US economy. 2 We use data from the US-SNA to document certain important trends and developments in the period leading up to and during the Wnancial crisis that began in 2007 and severe recession of 2008 and 2009. First, we track the secular and recent changes in saving, Wnancial investment, and real investment through the capital and current accounts for the household and other SNA sectors of the US economy. In the period leading up to the Wnancial crisis, the macroeconomic data showed large increases in household-sector leverage brought about by rapid increases in mortgage debt and Wnanced, in large part, with funds obtained from the rest of the world. 3 But, while certainly suggestive, these signals provided only limited aid to anyone seeking to distinguish among hypotheses regarding the causes of the trends carrying very diVerent implications for Wnancial stability analysis. We emphasize, though, that the aggregate nature of data in the national Wnancial and real statistical accounts left them unsuited for illuminating the extent of vulnerability that had evolved in the US Wnancial system. In particular, data in the national accounts did not illuminate substantial increases in the underlying riskiness of mortgage loans in the years leading up to the Wnancial crisis, 1. Commission of the European Communities, International Monetary Fund, Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, United Nations, and the World Bank (1993).
2. For details about the SNA data for the United States-and how they relate to information provided in the FFA and the NIPA-please see Teplin et al. (2006) . In this chapter, we report annual data from the integrated macroeconomic accounts from 1960 through 2008 (using information as of March 15, 2010; the data can be found at www .bea .gov/national/nipaweb /Ni_FedBeaSna/Index .asp). We also report some Wnancial data that are available through 2009.
3. This section is primarily an update of analysis originally presented by Palumbo and Parker (2009). Financial Statistics for the United States and the Crisis 43 nor did they convey the extent to which maturity transformation was being undertaken by the shadow Wnancial system.
Some Background on the US-SNA Data
Compared with the NIPA and the FFA, the US-SNA data have two prin cipal advantages: First, they contain a full set of macroeconomic information broken down to correspond to sectors of the economy that are economic units of interest-households (including nonproWt organizations serving households); nonWnancial noncorporate businesses (sole proprietorships and limited partnerships); nonWnancial corporate businesses; Wnancial businesses; federal government; state and local governments; and the rest of the world (foreign governments and businesses that engage in trade or Wnancial transactions with domestic counterparts). Second, the US-SNA integrates Wnancial and real information. For each sector, US-SNA follows a current account that tracks the Xows of production/income and consumption; a capital account that tracks saving and capital formation; a Wnancial account that tracks net acquisition of Wnancial assets and net incurrence of debts; a revaluation account that tracks gains and losses on tangible and Wnancial assets; and a balance sheet account that tracks the outstanding stocks of tangible assets, Wnancial assets, and liabilities.
A novel aspect of US-SNA is its focus on sectoral net lending or borrowing, which, for each sector of the macroeconomy, is presented in both the capital account and the Wnancial account. In the NIPA-based capital account, a sector's net lending or borrowing position is deWned as the diVerence between its net saving-disposable income less current spending-and its net investment (gross purchases of physical capital less depreciation on its existing capital stock). Sectors that invest on net more than they save out of current income are net borrowers. In the FFA-based Wnancial account, a sector's net lending or borrowing position is deWned as the diVerence between its net acquisition of Wnancial assets and its net incurrence of debt. Except for statistical discrepancies-actual measurement diVerences coming from the independently constructed capital and Wnancial accounts in the United States-each sector's net lending or borrowing position should be the same, whether measured from its capital account or its Wnancial account.
Key Trends in the Household Sector of the US-SNA
Leading up to and during the Financial Crisis Data in the US-SNA clearly document the considerable rise in householdsector leverage in the years leading up to the Wnancial crisis and they also show the extent to which leverage has dropped back during the crisis and recession of 2008 and 2009. The solid line in Wgure 2.1 shows the well-known fact that, after having Xuctuated in the neighborhood of 9 percent from the early 1960s through the mid-1980s, the household saving rate dropped sharply and averaged only about 2 percent in the middle of the Wrst decade Financial Statistics for the United States and the Crisis 45 of the twenty-Wrst century. The household saving rate increased some in 2008 and, based on the personal saving rate in the national income accounts, appears to have risen further last year. What is perhaps more interesting is that households' net physical investment, plotted as the dotted line in Wgure 2.1, did not decline along with the saving rate-either in the earlier period of declining saving (from the late 1980s through the late 1990s) or in the more recent period when the saving rate was consistently very low (from 2000 through 2007) . Indeed, during the recent boom years of the US housing market (2002 through 2006) , the household sector's rate of net tangible investment, mainly comprising net residential investment, actually increased from about 4 percent of disposable personal income to nearly 6 percent at the peak. The downturn in the US housing market has certainly left its imprint on the rate of households' net investment-the dotted line dropped sharply in 2007 and 2008, and the net investment rate is estimated to have fallen again last year. Figure 2 .1 shows that the boom years leading up to the Wnancial crisis represented the Wrst time since the early 1960s (and before, we think) that the household sector's rate of net tangible investment (dotted line) exceeded its rate of saving (solid line). Thus, as can be seen in Wgure 2.2, the boom years of the housing market were the Wrst in which the US household sector was in a net borrowing position with respect to the other domestic sectors and the rest of the world, on balance. The lighter shaded region shows that from the early 1960s through the early 1990s, the household sector typically was in the position of lending about 4 percent of its income to help Wnance investment by other domestic sectors and the rest of the world. From 2003 through 2007, however, the US household sector, on net, borrowed at an average rate of nearly 3 percent (of disposable income) to Wnance the excess of net tangible investment over its net saving. During the Wnancial crisis and recession, the household sector swung back to a slight net lending position in 2008, and last year household-sector lending appears to have risen to a level more typical of the average pace from the 1960s through the 1990s.
Because of its substantial detail regarding each sector's net acquisition of Wnancial assets and net incurrence of debts, the US-SNA provide much more information about household-sector trends before and during the Wnancial crisis. A key element was that the decline in household saving and, thus, a sizable portion of the consequent rise in net household borrowing reXected a rapid increase in new residential mortgages; indeed, borrowing in the form of other types of consumer credit (auto loans, credit card loans, and other consumer loans) was relatively light in the years leading up to the Wnancial crisis, in part because home equity loans and cash-out mortgage reWnancing provided a cheaper source of funding for consumers. The upper-right panel of Wgure 2.3 shows the rapid growth of overall household debt from 2002 through 2006 (the dotted line) and the relatively small contribution to the growth rate that was accounted for by (nonmortgage) consumer credit (the shaded region). Analogously, the area between the dotted line and shaded region shows that the substantial deceleration in household borrowing since 2006-and the outright decline in household debt that occurred for much of 2008 and 2009-was due to changes in mortgage borrowing, rather than consumer credit.
The lower-left panel of Wgure 2.3 plots a key indicator of leverage in the household sector-the ratio of debt service payments (principal and interest) to disposable income. 4 Even though interest rates on home mortgages and consumer loans were generally low by historical standards from 2002 through 2007, growth of household debt exceeded growth of income by enough to drive up the measured share of disposable income needed to service debt. Over this period, the share of aggregate disposable income needed to service consumer credit was actually trending down signiWcantly, meaning that more and more income was needed to cover principal and interest on home mortgages. The sharp deceleration in borrowing in recent years-and the outright contraction in debt seen for much of 2008 and 2009-resulted in a signiWcant deleveraging for the household sector and, by the end of last year, is estimated to have brought down the aggregate debt service ratio to a level not seen since late 2000.
It is noteworthy that even as the debt service ratio-and its mortgage debt component-surged to indicate greater household leverage in the years leading to the Wnancial crisis and recession, measures of balance sheet leverage did not signal imminent problem-in fact, even during the years of rapid household borrowing, typical indicators of balance sheet leverage did not rise much at all, on net. The bottom-right panel shows that the ratio of aggregate household net worth to disposable personal income climbed from 2002 through 2007, as the arithmetic contribution to wealth from rising home prices and equity prices far outstripped increases in households' disposable income. Meanwhile, measures of housing leverage-such as the ratio of homeowners' equity (aggregate home values less mortgage debt outstanding) to home value-Xuctuated in a fairly high, very narrow range from 2000 through 2005. However, as home prices in many parts of the United States began to fall in 2006-and as they subsequently fell almost everywhere in the country in 2007 and 2008-housing leverage and balance sheet leverage turned down severely. In 2009, home values stabilized and corporate equity values rose markedly, raising the ratio of household net worth to disposable income to about its longer-run average level. That said, homeowners' equity ratio remained far below any value registered before 2007. Figure 2 .4 puts into a historical context the size of the revaluations of (1960 to 1979 and 1980 to 1989) ; it also shows the extent to which sectoral net lending and borrowing had reversed course in 2008 and 2009. 6 Note that, except for the statistical discrepancy (line 9), net lending and borrowing across all sectors (lines 1 through 8) sum to zero each period. Table 2 .1 shows that in the 1960s and 1970s, the two nonWnancial business sectors (lines 3 and 4), the two government sectors (lines 6 and 7), and the rest of the world were, on average (and, according to the underlying annual data, consistently from year to year until the late 1970s), net borrowers, meaning that their rates of investment typically exceeded their rates of saving. In those decades, the household and the Wnancial business sectors served as net lenders to the others.
The key sectoral development that occurred over the course of the 1980s and 1990s was that the rest of the world sector shifted from a net borrowing position vis-à-vis the US domestic sectors to a net lending position. On average over the 1980s and 1990s, real net borrowing by the federal government and the nonWnancial business sectors rose so much that even a larger real volume of net lending by the US household sector ($199 billion per year 5. For a detailed analysis of changes in net worth across the distribution of American households in the past three recessions, see Moore and Palumbo (2010) .
6. As noted in the table, we have made rough estimates for the US capital account in 2009 based on incomplete information available in the FFA and the NIPA. In sum, the years leading up to the Wnancial crisis and recession were characterized by an increase in net investment by the US household sector that was funded by borrowing rather than saving. The household sector's shift from its role from the 1960s through the 1990s as a net funding source for other sectors' investment to a net borrowing position is something that appears to have been unprecedented in the US postwar period.
What Elements of the Crisis Did the Aggregate Financial Statistics Not Convey?
Although Wnancial statistics for the US economy conveyed some important information about rising household leverage more or less in real time, their aggregate nature masked the buildup of important underlying risk fac- tors and did not convey the overall vulnerability of the Wnancial system to a reversal of the Xows that had supported economic activity and promoted liquidity and Wnancial risk taking during the credit expansion. In this section, we highlight two key elements that contributed to the severity of the Wnancial crisis that were not conveyed in aggregate Wnancial statistics for the US economy: First, a material increase in the underlying credit risk associated with the rapid growth of home mortgages and a consequent increase in the vulnerability of borrowers to a downturn in home prices or incomes, and second, the growth of maturity transformation outside the traditional banking sector (where a signiWcant proportion of the funding comes from insured deposits held at institutions having explicit access to external liquidity support)-that is, a greater reliance on short-term funding for longerterm Wnancial instruments-that left the Wnancial system highly vulnerable to a withdrawal of liquidity.
Mounting Credit Risk during the Mortgage Boom
As home mortgage debt was expanding at double-digit rates in the middle of the Wrst decade of the twenty-Wrst century, the composition of mortgage lending began to shift markedly, with subprime borrowers and loans with nontraditional terms ("alt-A" loans) becoming more and more prevalent and with loans containing "multiple layers of risk" over time. It now seems fairly clear that loans were being increasingly originated without full regard to borrowers' underlying ability to repay their loans from household income; rather, while home prices were marching up and underwriting was becoming easier, borrowers were generally able to reWnance into new loans before encountering problems making their monthly payments. 7 For example, Mayer, Pence, and Sherlund (2009) note that the overwhelming majority (more than 75 percent) of subprime mortgages originated from 2003 to 2007 were "short-term hybrid" loans, in which the initial interest rate was usually Wxed for a two-or three-year period, then became adjustable and tied to market interest rates thereafter (with a substantial rate margin). The initial rate on these subprime loans was often referred to as a "teaser" rate because it was held a few percentage points below the "fully indexed rate" during the initial, Wxedrate term of the contract. The idea behind this underwriting appeared to be to extend loans to homeowners who might not currently qualify for a "prime" or traditional mortgage, but who could reWnance into such mortgages after having established a record of making on-time payments for a couple of years and after their homes had appreciated in value, raising their equity positions. Meanwhile, the expansion of so-called alt-A mortgages that was occurring at roughly the same time as 7. For a thorough description of characteristics of mortgage borrowers and loan terms during the credit boom in the United States, as well as a thorough analysis of the factors behind the rise in mortgage defaults, see Mayer, Pence, and Sherlund (2009). the subprime lending boom was also associated with a signiWcant shift in the underlying risk characteristics of those loans. In particular, the growth of alt-A mortgages was disproportionate in the "Xoating rate" category of loans, including interest-only mortgages (in which borrowers did not have to make payments to reduce their loan balance during the Wrst several years of the contract) and negatively amortizing mortgages (in which not even the "minimum payments" to cover interest were required). Although this type of alt-A mortgage was very rare through 2003, it grew to compose about one-quarter of originations in 2005 and 2006.
One indication-albeit an indirect one-that mortgage origination was expanding without suYcient regard to a borrowers' underlying ability to repay their loans or aVord their homes is that the median loan for purchased homes (as opposed to reWnanced loans) in subprime mortgage pools from 2005 through the Wrst half of 2007 carried a combined loan-to-value ratio of 100 percent; for loans for purchased homes in alt-A pools, the median combined loan-to-value ratio was 95 percent in 2006 and the Wrst half of 2007 (up slightly from 90 percent in the prior three years; Mayer, Pence, and Sherlund [2009] , table 2.B). Mayer, Pence, and Sherlund (2009, Wgures 1 and 2) report two other indications of how the latest vintage of borrowers in subprime and alt-A mortgage pools very soon ran into trouble making their monthly mortgage payments. First, they show how later vintages of loans in subprime mortgage pools experienced larger frequencies of "early payment defaults"-which reached about 8 percent for the 2007 vintage-where borrowers had fallen ninety days or more delinquent in their monthly mortgage payments less than one year after receiving their loan. Second, they show how later vintages of borrowers with option adjustable-rate mortgagesinterest-only loans in which borrowers have the option of making less than the "minimum" monthly payment and rolling the unpaid interest into their loan balance (for a period of time)-took the option: within six months of having taken out an option adjustable-rate mortgage that was securitized in an alt-A mortgage pool in 2007, almost 95 percent of borrowers had exercised their option to pay less than the monthly interest on their mortgage.
Thus, while the SNA clearly signaled the household sector's transformation from a net supplier to a net user of credit, the aggregate measures of housing leverage (such as homeowners' equity to home values) and balance sheet leverage (households' debt service ratio) did not clearly signal imminent mortgage credit risks. In particular, these aggregate time-series data simply could not capture the fundamental transformation of the mortgage market that is described above, with the increasing prevalence of instruments that embedded a reliance on increasing real estate values. While there was anecdotal information regarding changes in mortgage products (and while the shift in mortgage funding to so-called private-label mortgage-backed securities [MBS] was also recognized), a point we emphasize later is that disaggregated information derived speciWcally from the mortgage origina-tion process was needed to understand more fully the extent to which underwriting standards had deteriorated and, thus, the extent to which a drop in home prices and a shift back to more restrictive underwriting could amplify the initial eVects.
2.3.2 Funding Mechanisms that AmpliWed and Propagated the "Mortgage Credit Shock" through the Financial System
The decline in underwriting standards and proliferation of new instruments was predicated on the ability of borrowers to reWnance as their equity increased with home prices was one signiWcant driver of the growth in mortgage credit in the years prior to the crisis. Another, which proved to be of great importance as conditions deteriorated, was the widespread availability of low-cost funding for mortgages from vehicles that engaged in signiWcant amounts of maturity transformation. While underwriting was deteriorating, the funding available for these loans was increasing through expansion of securitization channels and, in part, more complex and more opaque Wnancial products structured to appeal to short-term, risk-averse investors. EVectively, a signiWcant fraction of the longer-term securitized mortgages was held by vehicles that obtained a considerable share of their funding from short-term sources, and those sources were quickly withdrawn when conWdence disappeared.
A new form of asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) conduit called a structured investment vehicle (SIV) became the "poster child" for the type of maturity transformation just discussed that developed outside the traditional banking sector. The SIVs issued short-term debt (as well as mediumterm and capital notes) and used the proceeds to purchase residential MBS, among other structured Wnancial products and primary debt. However, unlike other ABCP conduits, SIVs had only limited contractual liquidity support, meaning that SIVs would need to sell assets to repay investors if they ran into diYculties placing (or "rolling over") their commercial paper. At the onset of the Wnancial crisis in August and September of 2007, investors lost conWdence in the values of subprime and alt-A MBS that were held by SIVs, leaving them unable to roll over their commercial paper and leaving them short of funding. 8 The Xight of short-term, risk-averse investors resulted in pressure on sponsor institutions to support SIVs and other ABCP programs, even in the absence of explicit legal obligations to do so, and thus contributed to growing doubts about the condition of the commercial and investment banks at the center of the Wnancial system. Aggregate dataincluding those presented in the FFA and the US-SNA, plotted in Wgure 2.5-documented the rapid expansion of ABCP that occurred between 2004 and 2007 and the withdrawal of $350 billion from the ABCP market 8. Covitz, Liang, and Suarez (2009) and Acharya, Schnabl, and Suarez (2010) discuss ABCP in the context of the recent Wnancial crisis. that occurred from August to December 2007. 9 However, the aggregate data did not illuminate (or provide any indication of) the more subtle shift in the funding strategies of ABCP conduits that were, for example, associated with the development of SIVs (in the extreme case; see Covitz, Liang, and Suarez [2009] ). Nor were the aggregate data capable of (or at all designed to) document material shifts in the underlying collateral purchased by ABCP conduits. Of course, the years in which ABCP was growing rapidly were also the years in which mortgage lending and issuance of residential MBS were soaring, and there is reason to believe those trends were related. That is, while ABCP was becoming more prevalent, the underlying collateral funded through ABCP conduits was shifting from more traditional assets (such as trade receivables and "standard" ABS) to newer and riskier securities (such as senior tranches of ABS CDOs collateralized by mezzanine tranches of subprime and alt-A MBS; again, see Covitz, Liang, and Suarez [2009] ). A key point is that, as in the case of residential mortgages, ongoing shifts in ABCP structures that were material to their systemic vulnerability could not be gleaned from the aggregate data. Despite the considerable attention paid to SIVs and other ABCP programs in many narratives of the crisis, SIVs actually had quite a small footprint relative to the size of the money markets as a whole. Rather, a much more important source of short-term funding for MBS (as well as many other classes of structured Wnancial products) in the years preceding the crisis was the market for repurchase agreements (repos). Repos serve as a collateralized source of short-term lending and borrowing that began as a way for institutional investors and broker-dealers to earn small returns by lending Treasury and agency securities on a short-term basis. But, as we describe in more detail below, in the years preceding the Wnancial crisis, the repo market evolved slowly, but substantially, to become a major funding source for structured Wnancial products, including some of the more complex and systemically risky instruments (such as senior tranches of ABS CDOs).
As emphasized by Brunnermeier (2009) and Gorton and Metrick (2009) , repo funding was a major factor behind the expansion of the shadow banking system prior to the Wnancial crisis and the sudden withdrawal of repo funding-and a pullback in repo transactions with certain counterparties (including Bear Stearns in March 2008), against speciWc collateral classes (ABS CDOs), and a rise in repo haircuts played a major role in propagating the subprime/alt-A mortgage shock throughout the Wnancial system.
Aggregate Wnancial statistics, such as the FFA and (to a lesser extent) the US-SNA, contain some information about repo transaction volumes. As can be seen in the right-hand panel of Wgure 2.5, these aggregate data indeed show rapid increases in the net liability positions of US brokers and dealers 9. From the end of July 2007 through February 2010, ABCP outstanding in the United States contracted by almost $775 billion, from $1.19 trillion to $415 billion.
Financial Statistics for the United States and the Crisis 57 through repo agreements in the years preceding the Wnancial crisis and the severe drop that occurred in 2008. 10 As dramatic as the movements in the aggregate series are, they materially understate the actual level of activity (and risk) in the repo market because the individual Wrms report to the Securities and Exchange Commission repo positions that have been netted with respect to counterparties and security types. In times of normal market functioning, it makes sense for brokers and dealers to net such positions in their Wnancial statements and regulatory reports. However, in times of stress, information about gross positions, and thus about the overall volume of outstanding short-term funding trades, are more relevant for sizing the potential market frictions that could become destabilizing, amplifying and propagating even small disturbances (Brunnermeier 2009; Gorton and Metrick 2009 ). Hordahl and King (2008) cite a Wgure of about $10 trillion of gross repos outstanding in the US market at the end of 2007, roughly twice the size of the market Wve years earlier and more than seven times the net aggregate position reported in the FFA. Finally, as we describe below, the period of rapidly rising repo volumes was associated with a material shift in the underlying collateral away from the most stable government and agency securities that tend to rise in price and liquidity during periods of market turmoil and toward a more heterogeneous mix that included a range of structured Wnancial products.
Beyond Augmented Financial Statistics-Or, What Other Analytic Approaches Are Called For, and What Additional Lessons from the Crisis Are Critical for Future Financial Stability Analyses?
The growth of nontraditional mortgages and novel funding vehicles did not go unnoticed during the period preceding the crisis. However, enormous comfort was taken by both policymakers and market participants in the degree to which the associated risks were broadly dispersed through various transfer mechanisms. Of course, the crisis revealed that far more of the exposure remained in the core Wnancial sector than was apparent to most observers beforehand. To better understand the failure of risk mitigation and transfer mechanisms, specialized data were required about mortgage contracts and underwriting criteria and about the maturity transformation that became ubiquitous outside of the traditional banking sector.
In the wake of the Wnancial crisis, there is understandable appetite to Wll those gaps and collect more information about activities that might place large institutions and, ultimately, the broader economy at risk. Without dis- counting the importance of such eVorts, we emphasize the need to proceed in a manner that also recognizes that the remedy is not merely to collect data going forward on mortgage origination standards and the prevalence of certain funding vehicles. Rather, to diminish the likelihood of future crisis, we must change the way that we focus data collection for Wnancial stability analysis. In fact, and as explained further below through several examples, a massive data collection eVort focused on Wlling the gaps that became evident after the recent crisis will not only fail to make things better, measured against the goal of a more stable Wnancial system, but can also arguably make things worse when data collections are static while Wnancial markets are dynamic.
A First Example: Consequences of Drexel Burnham Lambert's Failure in 1990
Prior to the near-collapse of Bear Stearns in March 2008 and its sale to JP Morgan Chase, the lessons on the vulnerabilities of broker-dealer Wrms were mostly extracted from the Drexel failure in 1990. While other brokerdealers failed both before and after Drexel, these situations involved Wrms with limited involvement in the capital markets. With few exceptions, these failures had few eVects other than on brokerage customers, whose assets and interests were protected by the actions of the Securities and Exchange Commission and Securities Investors Protection Corporation. Drexel, on the other hand, played a major role in the Wxedincome markets, and in fact had been a pioneer in creating an active market for the debt of belowinvestment-grade issuers.
And, of the lessons drawn from the Drexel failure, none were more in-Xuential over the ensuing Wfteen years than those related to funding. Postmortems on Drexel revealed that the Wrm had relied very heavily on the use of short-term, conWdence-sensitive commercial paper in funding its business. Further, much of that funding had been raised at the parent level and, in some instances, downstreamed into the broker-dealer entity in the form of equity, which then supported further leverage.
These lessons were quickly incorporated into the approaches taken by securities Wrms, by their supervisors, and by the community of equity analysts that follows securities Wrms. Firms began to carefully limit their use of unsecured short-term funds-commercial paper, in particular. Regulators tracked the use of short-term unsecured borrowings, and the Wrms themselves emphasized their minimal dependence on such funding in their public Wlings and touted their reliance on secured funding. For example, one Wrm included the following language in its 2006 10-K Wling the statement:
In Wnancing its balance sheet, the Company attempts to maximize its use of secured funding where economically competitive. Short-term sources of cash consist principally of collateralized borrowings, including re-purchase transactions, sell/buy arrangements, securities lending arrangements, and customer free credit balances. Short-term unsecured funding sources expose the Company to rollover risk, as providers of credit are not obligated to reWnance the instruments at maturity. For this reason, the Company seeks to prudently manage its reliance on short-term unsecured borrowings by maintaining an adequate total capital base and extensive use of secured funding. 11 Similar statements could be found in the annual reports of many other institutions that were active dealers in securities and over-the-counter derivatives.
But the comfort taken in this reliance on short-term secured funding, while explicitly rejecting short-term unsecured funding as highly conWdencesensitive and Wckle, proved to be gravely misplaced during the crisis. At least two realities were not suYciently appreciated by Wrms, their supervisors, and other observers before 2008. First, the composition of the collateral in the years leading up to the crisis changed slowly but steadily and fundamentally. When Drexel failed in 1990, the collateral that was funded through repos and other types of secured funding arrangements was almost exclusively US Treasury and agency securities. Such collateral embedded a "right way risk" in the sense that the collateral was likely to rise in value and liquidity during a Xight to quality, at precisely the time when institutions lending against and borrowing against such collateral faced stress.
Over time, however, the repo collateral pool evolved to include a much wider range of instruments, many of which were not likely to beneWt during a Xight to quality. According to some estimates, by 2007, the fraction of the more pristine collateral types had fallen to about one-third of the overall funding market. Particularly insidious, of course, were structured products tied to mortgages. Not only were these instruments, it is now clear, less likely than debt issued by the Treasury or agencies to remain liquid during a stress scenario, but, because of the assumptions about default correlations that were fundamental to their design, they were particularly exposed precisely to the sort of systemic risk event that would also negatively aVect Wnancial institutions that were funding these instruments on a secured basis.
The other reality that was driven home by the crisis involved a fundamental disconnect between the perspective of secured lenders and secured borrowers, notably securities Wrms (including those aYliated with commercial banking organizations). As evidenced in the statement quoted earlier, secured borrowers Wnancing positions for themselves and their customers viewed repos and other such transactions as asset-backed lending, where the comfort of the lender was tied exclusively to the presence and amount of collateral, meaning the degree to which a "haircut" reduced the amount Wnanced below the market value of the collateral. Such asset-backed lending models were familiar to dealers and reXected their approach to conducting business with, in particular, hedge funds. In such relationships, the dealers placed little reliance on the Wnancial condition of the counterparty or its overall portfolio of positions. Rather, credit risk was managed by assuring that the amount of funding provided was always less, again by some haircut, than the amount of collateral held by the dealer, which the dealer could quickly liquidate if necessary. But, unfortunately, such a model was not consistent with the manner in which secured lenders, including money market mutual funds and other institutions, viewed and managed their credit exposure. As became clear in the course of the crisis, they drew comfort from the collateral, but also very much from the capacity of the counterparty, as reXected in market-based indicators like credit spreads and equity price as well as less-objective signals including market "noise." The eVect of this sensitivity would also be ampliWed, of course, by the manner in which the composition of the collateral had evolved away from consisting exclusively of Treasury securities and other similar, highly liquid instruments.
A Second Example: Consequences of Losses on Collateralized Mortgage Obligations in the Early 1990s
If overconWdence in the reliance of secured funding was one recurrent theme in the crisis, the overconWdence in the capacity of pooling and tranching to manage default risk stood at the absolute epicenter. Here, too, lessons from previous adverse events made a lasting impression on the psyches of market participants, regulators, and analysts. This experience led to careful tracking of certain metrics, not only externally, as evidenced by the questions that rating agencies asked when reviewing Wnancial institutions' ratings and by equity analysts on earnings calls, but internally as well. And, unfortunately, the tracking of these metrics, and their incorporation into the internal risk control systems of Wnancial institutions, was not suYciently resilient to the dynamic nature of the Wnancial markets.
In the early 1990s, a number of Wnancial institutions, including some investment banks like Salomon Brothers, experienced outsized losses related to holdings of certain tranches of mortgage-backed bonds known as collateralized mortgage obligations, or CMOs. More particularly, the losses were related to the holding of certain tranches that concentrated interest rate risk. This spate of losses followed an earlier incident in 1987 when a trader at Merrill Lynch lost the then-stunning sum of $377 million trading similar positions. In the years that followed, both internal and external watchdogs became very focused on these tranches. While creation of these bonds that concentrated exposure to certain risks was critical to bringing lucrative securitization deals to market, it was understood that not distributing these products to parties willing and able to bear these risks placed structuring banks in jeopardy of one sort or another: if the bonds were sold to unwitting or unsophisticated parties, there were clear reputational and compliance consequences. If the bonds were held by the Wrm, the con-sequences were potentially Wnancial. As the securitization market grew and evolved, including by increasingly securitizing assets that entailed not only interest rate risk but also credit risk, the mantra remained that distribution of the most risky tranches must be carefully managed and monitored. And so they were, with management providing assurances and supporting metrics to regulators, rating agencies and, on a more limited scale, to the public through Wlings and commentary on conference calls.
However, the structures devised for securitizations are anything but static. The underlying assets generate Wnite cash Xows that are distributed to purchasers of the asset-backed bonds. The design of a structure is an exercise in allocating those cash Xows to diVerent liability holders, with many diVerent possible methodologies. If certain liabilities over time come to be referred to as "toxic waste," if their retention immediately raises red Xags and if there are signiWcant penalties for not distributing those instruments cleanly and promptly, market participants naturally respond by ensuring that those bonds Wnd willing purchasers, typically by adopting allocation rules that pay potential holders generously.
Of course, where the underlying assets generate Wnite cash Xows, making one tranche of liabilities richer must, by deWnition, make some other piece of the capital structure less attractive to hold. As market practices evolved over the past Wfteen years, often the so-called mezzanine tranches became the key to getting securitizations done. Investors, such as hedge funds and other specialists, were paid generously to own the lowest pieces of the capital structure. The most senior securities, on the other hand, were attractive at moderate yields to any number of investors. The middle ranges often proved the most diYcult to place, as these did not pay like the lower tranches, yet were clearly signiWcantly more risky than the most senior liabilities.
As the pace of securitization activity continued to accelerate after the turn of the century, some institutions found it increasingly diYcult to distribute the mezzanine bonds. Although free of the stigma accorded to the "residual" or "equity" tranches, there was enough sensitivity to any buildup of these marginally investment-grade instruments that pressure built for some solution, either developing new distribution channels or slowing the speed with which the factory was churning out product. Appetite to slow the factory was, of course, limited by the proWtability of the enterprise. So, several institutions solved the problem in a diVerent way that ultimately had very profound consequences for themselves and the broader Wnancial system.
By relying not just once but also a second time on the pooling and tranching technology, mezzanine bonds could be resecuritized and thus supported by a new capital structure. As this process played out at the Wrms most affected, the lower tranches of the resecuritization were small in size and priced to move. The bulk of the liabilities from the resecuritization consisted of bonds receiving the highest possible rating. Not only was the normal diversiWcation beneWt from pooling assets relied on when assessing the likelihood that diVerent parts of the capital structure would experience losses through defaults, but in many cases, additional diversiWcation eVects were recognized, as multiple pools of assets, or pools of diVerent types of assets, were combined to back a single resecuritization deal. But, given the Wnite cash Xows generated by the underlying assets, the need to direct cash Xows with suYcient generosity to the lower tranches to ensure distribution, and the large proportion of senior bonds, the yields on the highly rated bonds produced through resecuritization were anemic.
The combination of high ratings and low yields turned out to be a very dangerous one for Wnancial institutions. If the yields had been greater, more of the product would presumably have been sold to investors with the capacity to assess the relevant risks. If the ratings had been lower, the securities would have looked more like residual tranches, and a number of internal and external risk control processes would have likely engaged to quickly sound alarm bells at a dangerous buildup of undistributed product. But those systems were not as attuned to concentrations of highly rated instruments as they were to lower tranches in the capital structure. Financial controllers were less likely to aggressively force markdowns of highly rated product to levels at which sales would be possible to sophisticated investors. The regulatory capital signals were also muted, given the heavy reliance on ratings in most regulatory capital regimes. And risk managers, who carefully watched the balance sheet footings of traditional "residuals," were less alarmed by highly rated bonds. As a result, Citi, Merrill Lynch, and UBS ended up with tens of billions of dollars of super senior ABS CDO on their balance sheets, and large volumes of similar instruments held in less obvious ways-for example, in SIVs or conduits that were highly dependent on the secured funding discussed above.
Discussion
Through two examples, one focusing on secured funding and the other focusing on resecuritization, we have made the argument for a regulatory and supervisory analog to Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle. In physics, the principle is rather remarkable, given that physical systems are generally stationary and invariant. It is therefore somewhat surprising that eVorts to measure the movement of a particle actually changes its trajectory. In the world of Wnance, where institutions and markets are continually evolving and individuals are highly sensitive to incentives, it seems less shocking that focusing on certain metrics would erode their usefulness. Nor is it surprising that elements of the Wnancial system should evolve such that risks migrate toward instruments and strategies less likely to sound alarms.
But these points should not constitute an argument against an empirical approach to understanding risks in the Wnancial system or data collection exercises. It does, however, underscore the dangers of static data collection Financial Statistics for the United States and the Crisis 63 in an eVort to understand a Wnancial system that is highly dynamic. It also suggests that those wishing to understand the system need to imagine themselves less like the physicist, who has the luxury of dealing with a system that is not continuously changing and where measurements relevant in one decade will continue to shed light during the next decade, and more like the intelligence analyst who must combine a variety of signals to form a mosaic that sheds light on the plans of an adversary. Key to this latter methodology is a fundamental recognition that the system being considered is dynamic, and more attention devoted to any one signal increases the likelihood that this signal will cease to be relevant, or perhaps even mislead. 12 This realization suggests a paradigm for expanding the use of data in Wnancial stability analysis. We have argued that aggregate statistics usefully signal unusual patterns of Wnancial Xows across sectors and emerging imbalances that should stimulate targeted analysis reliant upon additional sources of information collected speciWcally to investigate anomalies that presumably diVer each time and cannot be predicted in advance. Just like intelligence analysts who begin by staring at a grainy satellite image, but follow up by bringing other resources to bear to understand what they are seeing, changes in some of these aggregate measures could be impetus for further work that would elucidate what particular instruments and activities are driving the change. Thus, we suggest exploring ways to collect additional comprehensive and timely aggregate Wnancial data. But given how quickly transactional forms evolve, particularly when they are tied to metrics against which Wrms or positions are judged, this approach must be complemented with a second stage of more-targeted analysis relying on less traditional sources of information that are speciWcally utilized to illuminate trends and potential anomalies visible in the aggregate data.
An approach that relies on these two distinct stages, expanded collection of aggregate data followed by collection of more-targeted and specialized information, could have been helpful in the period leading up to the recent crisis. In theory, such an approach could have identiWed signs in the aggregate data that credit provision to the nonWnancial sectors of the economy was growing rapidly. Likewise, aggregate data could have oVered hints that the transfer of risk from the core Wnancial system to other sectors was not growing commensurately with the increase in the securitization of assets. Such signals might have motivated earlier eVorts, using specialized granular data, to drill down into the types of transactions that, over a short period of time, came to dominate the mortgage and secured-funding markets prior to the crisis.
The approach we describe might have allowed regulators and supervisors 12. In a sense, this idea is similar to the intuition behind Goodhart's Law (Goodhart 1975) or Chrystal and Mizen (2004) , which posited that whatever monetary aggregate was targeted by a central bank would become less tied to market interest rates and less predictive for aggregate demand.
to develop a holistic understanding of the shadow banking system earlier. Although regulators and supervisors had a good understanding of some of its key elements, when conWdence in this parallel system suddenly disappeared in August 2007, they generally lacked the perspective on the system as a whole-that is, how the various parts were linked together.
A better understanding of the shadow banking system, as it developed from, say, 2004 to 2007, was certainly not a suYcient condition for the crisis to have been averted. That would also have required timely judgments and forceful actions by policymakers, regulators, and Wnancial institution executives, and surely the solution to a number of very diYcult collective action problems as well. But, at the least, a better understanding of the shadow banking system could have played a critical role in eVectively mitigating consequences of the crisis once it took hold.
Conclusions
The market turmoil of 2008 and 2009 demonstrated once again that, while the particular instruments and transactions are novel in each crisis, the underlying themes are recurring. In general, Wnancial crises create and are then perpetuated by illiquidity: triggering "shocks" cause critical funding to be suddenly withdrawn from some institutions or activities, and concerns about liquidity rapidly become concerns about solvency. And only at this point does the degree to which major institutions share common exposures suddenly become clear. As market participants struggle to reduce leverage in an atmosphere of vanishing liquidity and correlated exposures, market participants become reluctant, even unwilling, to transact with one another. Pressures quickly spread through the Wnancial system.
In the recent crisis, the evolution of the Wnancial system away from traditional banking-portfolio lending funded heavily with insured deposits-toward a system dominated by a complex network of collateralized lending relationships served only to increase the primacy of liquidity. Once the spreading illiquidity of formerly highly liquid instruments called into question the value of the underlying collateral, as well as the strength of many counterparties, the shadow banking system proved extremely fragile.
The task at hand for supervisors and policymakers is to better understand future changes in the Wnancial system and the associated vulnerabilities with the new institutional arrangements and transactional forms that are created. These eVorts will in turn require expanded and improved measurement and analysis of Wnancial activity-eVorts that, we believe, should be structured around two basic principles: First, work on and analysis of aggregate data and more-specialized data must proceed in tandem. Much good work has been done, both before and after the onset of the crisis, but we believe that these eVorts have not been suYciently coordinated across analyses of macro-and microdata. In fact, we believe that such coordination, with the analysis of aggregate data leading to the identiWcation of those areas where work with more-specialized data should be targeted, should be a key aspect of the paradigm in future Wnancial stability work. Second, and in a similar vein, we believe that the analysis of aggregate data should be structured to be neutral with regard to transactional form and focused instead on the recurring underlying themes associated with Wnancial instability-competitive dynamics leading to greater leverage and risk taking, correlated exposures among interconnected Wrms, and maturity transformation that results in a critical vulnerability to sudden withdrawals of funding. That said, the targeted work must be organized around awareness of and expertise in the prevalent transactional forms and the specialized data needed to understand their subtleties and implications. Substantial eVorts reXecting both of these principles, including projects aimed at assessing leverage and maturity transformation, are now under way at the Federal Reserve and other central banks.
In a recent paper, Adrian, Covitz, and Liang (2013) describe a practical approach to Wnancial stability monitoring that is very much in the spirit of the framework we consider. They lay out a Xexible and forward-looking monitoring program capable of covering developments and innovations in the Wnancial system broadly. Their monitoring program focuses on identifying structural and cyclical vulnerabilities building in the Wnancial system that can arise from a range of market failures and lead to excessive leverage, maturity transformation, interconnectedness of large Wnancial Wrms, and evolving complexity of securities and transactions-key elements that we have also emphasized. The approach described by Adrian, Covitz, and Liang also recognizes-and, importantly, attempts to directly addressthe challenges to monitoring posed by the natural tendency of the Wnancial system to migrate activities outside the regulatory reach and oYcial-sector safety net.
